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In today’s fast moving CPG marketplace, companies 

must carry large numbers of product SKUs to anticipate 

rapidly changing consumer demand. Yet many SKUs do 

not earn their keep. In fact, in the typical CPG inventory, 

the lower 40% of SKUs may represent less than 3% of 

sales volume and even less in profitability. 

Identifying and de-commissioning under-performers 

presents a clear opportunity to reduce capital and other 

resource costs, but the rationalization task itself is 

burdensome. It is usually done on a periodic basis by 

central staff or, as often, by outside consultants. In this 

paper we propose a new rationalization process that is 

based on actual sales and profitability and is deployable 

by people who are directly involved with or very close to 

customer and the consumer.

Automating SKU Rationalization to  
Continuously Improve CPG Product Portfolios
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Periodic (annual or semi-annual) SKU performance review done by staffers or third parties who are 
removed from everyday action “on the ground” (though opinions are sought and provided at a high 
level or through year-to-year or year-to-date summary reports) is the typical strategy for portfolio 
optimization. This, along with the following challenges, poses difficulty to continuously improving 
product portfolios. 

Proliferation: Portfolio size has tripled, as rapidly changing consumer demand, product 
segmentation, and line extension put continuing pressure on limited retail space. 

Operational Costs: Capital equipment, inventory space, opportunity cost, tied up cash; operational 
overhead.

Shrinking Margins: Sales margins, both direct, through rising trade spending, and indirect, as the 
result of marketing and merchandising expended on calling consumer interest to failing products.

Time and Pace: Examination of higher-level SKU data slows the rationalization process, while time  
elapsed between rationalization cycles increases the volume of data and summarization (for 
handling’s sake) reduces the value of the underlying data. Candidates for decommissioning 
must go through a lengthy and ponderous change management process, requiring buy-in from 
stakeholders at many levels. Cycle time for decommissioning increases waste and decreases cash 
available for other things. In brief, the business of rationalization is out of sync with the pace of 
the marketplace.

Challenges:  
The Old Way to Solve
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We propose here a continuous approach to portfolio optimization that is embedded in the data 
of CPG’s daily sales and inventory management processes. It is based on financial and volume 
performance as well as specific rules for retention, such as “must carry”, “early stage” and 
others. 

Central to the solution is to see productivity as a corporate-wide responsibility, with appropriate 
means to influence SKU performance in the hands of decision makers at several levels – most 
importantly, those closest to the trade who are likely to have the best understanding of both 
retailer and consumer buying behaviors. The choices they make on a daily basis, after all, 
ultimately show up in that list of better or worse performing SKUs. 

The most important step is to change the corporate conception of how information can be used, 
from “push” method, where information is pre-canned and pushed out to decision makers, to 

“pull” where the decision maker draws information ad hoc to suit the decision of the moment. 
New “in-memory” visual analytics technology can deliver information instantly, thus eliminating 
the time constraint—and therefore the resistance—to incorporating analysis into everyday 
decision making. 

The next pages will present a step-by-step walkthrough of an example analysis that can be used 
to continuously improve product portfolios. 

A Better Solution: 
Continuous, Automated Analysis
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Step 1: Identify low performing, high cost SKUs

With all SKUs sorted by volume, it’s easy to see that only a few products comprise  
the total volume. There is typically a large number of SKUs with very low contribution.

The first step is to identify low performing SKUs. Let’s start with three metrics:  
Volume (Units Sold), Net Margin, and Market Penetration (Customers Sold).

Some SKUs have low volume mix, 
but have an important market 
penetration. Thus, it’s important 
to consider all 3 metrics.

Below is an illustration of a graphical rationalization process:

Now, let’s move to step 2 and look at these same three metrics in another visualization.

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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Step 2: Identify the lowest contributors

Here, we’re scattering the SKUs by the same three metrics (units sold,  
margin and customers sold). We’ll select, or “rubberband,” a group  to  
identify the lowest performing products. 

Our next steps will verify that these are poor performing products and  
should be decommissioned. 

Select the lowest impact SKUs 
and move to next step

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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Step 2: Identify the lowest contributors

  
In this step, we’ve separated our products into two groups based on the  
previous analysis; we can compare the group of lowest performing products  
against all others in the portfolio.

We can see that 33% of our portfolio is only contributing 1% in volume sold  
and 1.2% in margin. This confirms that a significant portion of our portfolio  
is taken up by products that contribute very little in terms of volume and margin. 

In the next step, we’ll focus on the Selected Products group to investigate further. 

33% Products

1% Volume

Select this group to continue

1.2% Margin

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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Step 3: Refine the group of low performers

We’re now focused on the Selected Products group which consists of the  
lowest contributors in the portfolio, and we’re comparing two time periods  
to determine performance gains and losses.

In the next step we’ll apply a “decommission filter” that eliminates mandatory  
and strategic products, along with SKUs showing growth potential in any of  
the three metrics considered.

Some products have growth 
potential, therefore must be 

eliminated from the list.

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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Step 3: Refine the group of low performers 
 
Now that our “decommission filter” has been applied, the group has  
been reduced even further to include only low contributors with negative  
growth performance.  

In the next step, we’ll switch our view to look at the “Customers Sold” metric more closely to confirm that these 
products have all dropped in market penetration. 

Only negative performers 
appear here.

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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Step 3: Refine the group of low performers 

This step verifies which products are losing popularity and presence in the  
marketplace by illustrating customer adoption trends over time. In the next  
step, we’ll look at customers to identify any unusual spikes in demand from  
specific chains or accounts.

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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Eliminate potential seasonal 
or periodic accumulation

Step 4: Review Seasonal Patterns 

In this step, we’ll review possible seasonal or temporary upticks in volume by customer.  

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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Step 5: Review Financial Impact 

Now the financial impact of the non-performing SKUs is clear. These products are more than double the expense to 
maintain than the rest of the portfolio and have consistently dropped in performance for all key metrics over time.

Negative performance 
on all key metrics
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Step 6: Making it Actionable

By listing the products to be decommissioned according to sales rep,  
this information can be made actionable immediately.

Share this list to  
any supervisor or sales rep 

for immediate action.

Distribute final list

Remove products with seasonal spikes

Remove strategic and potential growth

Identify lowest contributors
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As you can see, our approach offers an analytical process that can be used iteratively in order to 
continuously measure and improve performance of the portfolio over time.

As your portfolios evolve, new products that have been added to the mix will make their own impacts, 
which will require additional changes that will eventually displace other products or be discontinued 
themselves.

Altogether, our automated process provides a continuous performance feedback loop that gives your 
business managers the visibility they’ll need in order to make your portfolios as profitable as possible.

Continuous Improvement
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About Salient

Salient Management Company offers business 
and government a new solution for efficient 
management. Drawing on diverse data from 
multiple sources, Salient technology measures 
how business activity creates value, quality, 
financial efficiency, and productivity, while the 
user interface eliminates barriers to using this 
knowledge for continuous process improvement. 

Salient is a worldwide provider of advanced 
performance management and decision support 
systems for a wide range of industries and the 
public sector. Founded in 1986, Salient today 
serves more than 115,000 users in 61 countries.

For more information, visit www.salient.com.


